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Abstract: This article aims to reveal the optimization of option rights in realizing or stopping e-commerce transactions to achieve justice due to several problems in e-commerce transactions, including no meeting of two people who transact and no goods at that time. The results of the study reveal that the component of option rights (khiyar) focuses on an option due to damage/defect, where the damage can harm or oppress the parties, and the right to vote is a preventive alternative so that the parties feel comfortable and justice is realized in every transaction. Likewise, in the maqashid al-sharia analysis, option rights (khiyar) have a very strategic role in maintaining the interests, transparency, benefit, and willingness of both parties to conduct transactions and protect them from harm and loss for all parties. This shows concern for justice in transactions as an effort for the common good to protect the rights of the parties. Strengthening regulations through laws and regulations needs to be carried out as a preventive effort to prevent acts of bad faith by one of the parties to provide a sense of security in transactions between the parties.
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Abstrak: Artikel ini bertujuan untuk mengungkap optimalisasi hak memilih dalam melanjutkan atau menghentikan transaksi e-commerce untuk mewujudkan keadilan karena dalam transaksi e-commerce terdapat beberapa persoalan, antara lain tidak bertemunya dua orang yang bertransaksi dan tidak adanya barang pada saat tersebut. Hasil penelitian mengungkapkan bahwa komponen hak memilih (khiyar) menitikberatkan pada suatu pilihan/opsi akibat adanya kerusakan/cacat dimana kerusakan tersebut dapat merugikan atau menindas para pihak, hak memilih menjadi alternatif preventif sehingga para pihak merasa nyaman dan terwujud keadilan dalam setiap transaksi. Demikian juga dalam analisis maqashid al syariah hak memilih (khiyar) memiliki peranan yang sangat strategis untuk menjaga kepentingan, transparansi, kemaslahatan, dan kerelaan kedua belah pihak yang melakukan transaksi serta melindungi mereka dari bahaya dan kerugian bagi
semua pihak. Hal ini menunjukkan bahwa kepedulian terhadap keadilan dalam transaksi sebagai upaya untuk kebaikan bersama untuk melindungi hak-hak para pihak. Penguatan regulasi melalui peraturan perundang-undangan sebagai upaya preventif untuk mencegah perbuatan itikad tidak baik salah satu pihak sehingga memberikan rasa aman dalam bertransaksi para pihak.

Kata Kunci: Khiyar, E-Commerce, Keadilan, Maqasid al-Syariah

Introduction

Technology provides an intermediary for all users in carrying out activities. One of the very useful functions of technology is the internet function. The internet is a network that connects computers around the world without being limited by region, law and culture. Therefore, it can be said that the internet is like a cobweb connecting all computer access found worldwide. The connector makes all access to something easily obtainable within a closer range. This convenience is also used in buying and selling transactions.

In regard to this matter, there is a term called online-based economic transactions, namely e-commerce, it is a good range for the business. E-commerce does cover not only buying and selling but also all transactions via the internet, such as banking or service providers. Transactions that run on e-commerce with all its advantages still have loopholes and potential for violations in buying and selling activities. One of the most common loopholes is the obscurity or unclear of goods or products offered. The limitations in the form of goods or products are possible for consumers to experience losses, such as discrepancies in the form of goods with product descriptions.

One of the solutions to overcome this case is to give consumers the right to choose so that they can make the desired choice in accordance with the original form of the product or goods to be purchased. Sharia economic law, in this case, also provides a legal perspective regarding efforts to grant voting rights in transactions known as option right (khiyar). Option right (khiyar) is a right owned by the transacting parties, both the right to continue or terminate an agreement. These rights are equally owned by the parties who aim to uphold the principle of justice. As a reference in answering problems and providing solutions related to the implementation of option right (khiyar)

---

in e-commerce activities to achieve transaction justice based on the objectives of establishing Islamic law (Maqasid al-Syariah), which includes keep treasure.

Furthermore, it is necessary to explore works that have been discussed by previous authors regarding this study. As stated by Teti and A. Syathir Sofyan in their article entitled: The Implementation of Khiyar Rights in Online Buying and Selling (A Case Study of Object Obscurity in the Shopee Marketplace). This study aimed to determine the implementation of kiyār rights in online buying and selling activities and efforts to prevent obscurity in online buying and selling activities. The results of this study showed that the kiyār rights in the buying and selling process on the Shopee marketplace had been implemented even though the kiyār term is not fully understood. The kiyār rights practised in the marketplace are kiyār aib, kiyār syarat, and kiyār ru‘yah. Kiyār aib is the right to submit complaints regarding defects in products. Kiyār syarat is the right to provide certain conditions to make a complaint. Kiyār ru‘yah is the buyer’s right to display the product as clearly as possible without hiding anything.

The next study was carried out by Kiki Faqihatul Ain in her undergraduate thesis entitled: The Concept of Khiyar in Online Shops in the Perspective of Fiqh Muamalah and Consumer Protection Law. This research aimed to provide consumers with stages of the risks of buying at an online shop with an explanation regarding the kiyār rights applied in an online shop. The results of this study indicated that the online shop, especially on the Shopee platform, was well implemented to realize the benefit of the parties making the transaction. Kiki Faqihatul Ain’s study focuses on the concept of kiyār in online shops based on a perspective of muamalah fiqh and consumer protection laws as an analytical tool, while this study focuses on discussing the embodiment of kiyār rights based on Maqasid Al-Syariah as an analytical tool.

Furthermore, Rachmi Shafarni also conducted a study entitled: The Implementation of Khiyar in Buying and Selling Goods Online (A Study on Resellers in Banda Aceh). This study aimed to find out the pattern of kiyār rights implementation in buying and selling online through social media in Banda Aceh and examine the muamalah fiqh perspectives regarding the practice of kiyār in buying and selling online through social media in Banda Aceh. The results showed that the implementation of the kiyār concept to online buying and selling in Banda Aceh had not been maximized due to a lack of understanding regarding the concept of kiyār through online social media. Only a few types of kiyār were applied, namely kiyār majlis, kiyār ’aib, and kiyār syarat. The practice of kiyār based on muamalah fiqh was still implemented by social media-based online buying and selling actors in Banda Aceh in accordance with muamalah fiqh. Rachmi Shafarni’s study focuses on the implementation of social media-based online buying and selling rights, while this study focuses on the implementation of e-commerce-based kiyār rights.

15 Kiki Faqihatul Ain, "Konsep Khiyār Pada Online Shop Dalam Persepektif Fikih Muamalah Dan Undang-Undang Perlindungan Konsumen" (Institut Ilmu Al Quran (IIQ) Jakarta, 2020).
This study uses a qualitative based on literature review using an empirical juridical approach, which examines the rules related to a policy and examines its implementation. The important thing discussed in this study is the maqasid al-shariah perspective in upholding option rights (khiyar) in realizing transaction justice that occurs in e-commerce activities because transaction justice is one of the main pillars in providing satisfaction for all parties in obtaining the purpose of transacting in e-commerce. Equal treatment for buyers and sellers in terms of buying and selling will provide satisfaction. Buyers get goods based on their wishes, and sellers get profits according to the desired price. Through this study, it is hoped that it will provide an understanding that justice in transactions in e-commerce activities needs to be considered through optimizing option rights (khiyar). Then, through the maqasid al-shariah perspective, it is increasingly strengthened that transaction justice needs to be optimized to achieve the common good for all parties who trade in e-commerce.

Khiyar Rights in E-Commerce Transactions

The main principle in buying and selling is mutual consent to conduct a transaction. Each party has the right to choose the transaction process. This is called option rights (khiyar). Etymologically, the word option right (khiyar) comes from Arabic, which means choice or option, linguistically, khiyar is also choices. Fuqaha or scholars argue that related to transaction issues in the civil law field, especially economics, option right (khiyar) is one of the parties’ rights to the transaction when a problem occurs in the intended transaction process. Wahbah Al-Zuhaili defines option right (khiyar) as the right to vote for each party making a transaction to continue or cancel the transaction based on the conditions agreed upon by the parties to the transaction. Option right (khiyar), in the Compilation of Sharia Economic Law, is defined as the right to vote for the seller and the buyer to continue or cancel the sale and purchase contract made.

Based on this definition, a option right (khiyar) is a right owned by the parties carrying out the transaction to continue or cancel the transaction based on the agreement of each party as a form of justice in carrying out a transaction. By looking at this definition, it is necessary to think carefully in conducting transactions to reach an agreement from various sides. This aims to avoid losses feared to come in the future. Therefore, option right (khiyar) in Islamic law is determined as a guarantee of the willingness and satisfaction of the parties which carry out various transactions.

According to fuqaha or scholars, the status of option right (khiyar) is permitted in Islamic law as an alternative when there is an urgent situation considering the benefit of the transacting parties. The option rights system sometimes causes regret for the seller if the seller expects the product to sell...

immediately, but if the product is returned when a discrepancy is found in the product, the seller will feel unhappy when the money is returned even after the contract has taken place. Option right can be carried out if the parties agree to implement the option rights system by mentioning these provisions in the transaction. If the parties want it, then the law of option right is permissible.\footnote{Muhammad Taufan Djafri, Askar Patahuddin, and Muhammad Ridha, “Khiyār Al-Majlis Dan Aplikasinya Dalam Jual Beli Modern (Studi Komparatif Pandangan Junhur Ulama Dan Imam Malik),” BUSTANUL FUQAHA: Jurnal Bidang Hukum Islam 1, no. 4 (2020): 566–87, https://doi.org/10.36701/bustanul.v1i4.273.}

In buying and selling activities, option right (khiyar) is permissible because when someone else wants to buy an item, only the packaging or external appearance is visible. The real quality is not necessarily seen from the outside appearance. If the package is opened and it turns out that the goods are not as desired, then regret arises and leads to resentment. Thus, resentment leads to envy, grudges, and fights. This is something hated in Islam. Therefore, option right (khiyar) is an effort to prevent such losses by considering the interests of the transacting parties.

As we all know, there are many kinds of commercial transactions. This has also been regulated and mentioned in Islamic law. Thus, option right (khiyar) can be used not only in the sale and buying of goods but in service transactions can also be used. If the services offered are not in accordance with the wishes of the service recipient, there is an option to cancel or continue according to the agreement reached by the parties, both the service recipient and the service provider.

Through these various forms of option, there are many attempts to avoid transactions that lead to losses. The main purpose of option right (khiyar) is prescribed to include freedom in carrying out transactions so that all parties involved can achieve their goals in a good, healthy, and beneficial way for all parties involved. Syara’ really appreciates this, so the provision of option right (khiyar) through various forms of option can be used as a solution in transactions.

Technology is developing rapidly, and it is undeniably greatly influencing human activities throughout the world. One of the great influences of human activity through technological developments is transaction activity, including commerce activities through online transactions with the term e-commerce.\footnote{Miroslav Kamdzhalov, “Islamic Finance and the New Technology Challenges,” European Journal of Islamic Finance 0, no. 0 SE- (March 16, 2020), https://doi.org/10.13135/2421-2172/3813.as a new economic paradigm based on ancient principles and rules, needs to embrace the new IT opportunities in order to be up to date with the contemporary financial industry. This process will become a “bridge” between the past and the future of socially responsible financing. The world’s financial and economic environment in our days is marked with immense inequality and imbalance. With the emergence of the global capital structures, solely ruled by the principles of the financial markets, the main focus of the economy shifted from real entrepreneurship to a form of capital bureaucracy. The financialization of the economy is a crucial phenomenon of contemporary capitalism, which could lead the world economy nowhere. Structures such as hedge funds, venture capitals and private equities create no real value. The main objective of such financial management firms is short term profits. By cutting costs (firing workers, reducing investments etc.}

The term e-commerce still does not have a standard meaning due to its continuous development. E-commerce is experiencing renewal through various new forms. Several experts provide opinions regarding the definition of e-commerce.\footnote{Linze Li and Jun Zhang, “Research and Analysis of an Enterprise E-Commerce Marketing System under the Big Data Environment,” Journal of Organizational and End User Computing (JOEUC) 33, no. 6 (2021): 1–19.}

Electronic commerce, in general, refers to all patterns of commercial transactions, including organizational and individual activities processed through data transactions and digitized through text, sound and images.\footnote{Riswandi, “Transaksi On-Line (E-Commerce): Peluang Dan Tantangan Dalam Perspektif Ekonomi Islam.”} According to Kalakota and Whinston, e-commerce is carried out through several perspectives, including:

\begin{itemize}
\item Technology is developing rapidly, and it is undeniably greatly influencing human activities throughout the world.
\item One of the great influences of human activity through technological developments is transaction activity, including commerce activities through online transactions with the term e-commerce.
\item The term e-commerce still does not have a standard meaning due to its continuous development.
\item E-commerce is experiencing renewal through various new forms.
\item Several experts provide opinions regarding the definition of e-commerce.
\item Electronic commerce, in general, refers to all patterns of commercial transactions, including organizational and individual activities processed through data transactions and digitized through text, sound and images.
\end{itemize}
1. From a communication perspective, e-commerce transfers information, services/products, or payments through telephone networks, computers/internet, or other electronic means.
2. From a business process perspective, e-commerce is a technology application used in automated business transactions and workflows.
3. From a service perspective, e-commerce is a means of expressing the wishes of consumers and management companies by minimizing service costs, improving product quality, and speeding up service.
4. Based on an online perspective, e-commerce provides the ability to buy and sell products, information, and services via the internet.

Therefore, e-commerce, which is also known as e-business and e-tailing, is a transaction service that includes several aspects, both in the aspects of communication, business processes, and services connecting companies and consumers in trade, service, and information transactions carried out through internet/computer network as an effort to expand the range of transactions.

These types can add up and follow a very flexible e-commerce development model and can increase all value in the business for companies, consumers, and all the components involved. Some of the advantages put forward by Martinson are related to what can be obtained from e-commerce. Those are:

a. Market globalization. The internet allows for exchanging commodities and information that is not limited by space and time. Anyone can use e-commerce services to create an electronic business at any time and extend services using the internet worldwide. Consumers can also get all the services they want.

b. Easily modify requests as desired. Customers can easily realize their desires both in product quality and service quality. Technological innovations automatically activate service processes, enabling customers to obtain comfortable and easy service from ordinary services.

c. Business integration. Work procedures are more directed and organized through the unification of business processing with related companies. Information processing processes can be carried out and utilized as a whole through human resources and material resources.

d. Equal distribution of business opportunities. Through e-commerce, it provides equal opportunities for anyone to do business, both from medium-sized companies and small businesses. E-Commerce is an open market, and advertising costs can be reduced. Only through an internet connection can anyone access the transaction website.

There are two sides to various innovations in the form of advantages and disadvantages. E-commerce also has disadvantages. An easily accessible system can also be abused. From a business perspective, system abuse and weaknesses include:

1. Confidential data theft. Generally, many companies or organizations store very important data for their survival, such as company information or client interests. Disturbances that arise can have an impact on the information held.

2. Lost business opportunity for customer interruption. Relying on electronic services can result in interruptions for several episodes of time that cannot be predicted, both technical and non-technical errors.

3. The use of access to resources by unauthorized parties. Outsiders who gain access are obtained in various ways, including through illegal means. For example, a hacker who manages to break into a banking system and easily transfers some money from someone else’s account to his own account.

4. Loss of trust from consumers in a particular company can be lost due to various factors, such as the efforts of other competing companies trying to bring down a company.

Transactions through e-commerce are basically not much different from other commercial transactions. However, a lot of flexibility occurs in e-commerce transactions, so users of e-commerce services need to be careful in making transactions.

**Realizing Transaction Justice in Maqasid al-Syariah**

The main purpose of the revelation of shari’ah is for the benefit of humankind and to avoid damage in the world’s life and hereafter. This states that all aspects of human life must lead to achieving these goals, without exception the economic aspect. Therefore, in all forms of economic activity, Islamic law must be able to solve the current economic problems. Al-Maqasid fiqh can be a stimulant developed by Muslim economists and other economists in realizing the benefit of commerce.

**Maqasid al-Shariah** basically aims to create benefits. All scholars from various fields of science discuss the concept of maslahah even though it is expressed in different ways but still on the same substance. This shows that maslahah is a reference in every understanding of the Islamic religion and occupies a very important position. Imam Syatibi views that Allah sends down rules (shari’a) to create benefits and avoid harm in this world and in the hereafter. The syara’ rules are not made for the syari’ah itself but are made for the purpose of benefit and in line with benefit.

Abu Zahrah says that the true aim of Islamic law is a benefit. There is no single rule in Islamic law, either in the Al-Qur’an or Hadith, except to get benefits. Therefore, it can be understood that Allah has outlined a series of rules in the Shari’ah to lead humans to a good conditions by avoiding all possibilities in bad conditions. Not only in this world but also in the hereafter.

The principle of justice is one of the pillars of Islamic economic activity. Being fair in the economy is done by maintaining a balance in the transaction process and after the transaction process. This principle is the reincarnation of fiqh muamalah, which restores the flexibility and elasticity of fiqh.

---


by exploring the theory of maqasid al-syaria’h by dominantly following the rhythm of maslahah rather than the desires of the text. Therefore, using the perspective of al-maqasid fiqh in upholding the values of justice and benefit in economic activity is a necessity.

The theory of maqasid al-shariah occupies a central and vital position in the development of Islamic economics, as stated by al-Syatibi that maqasid al-shariah is the ushul of all ushul. Several usuahul scholars have grouped the general intent of shari’ah Islamic law, namely:

1. Caring for all dharuri things for humans in their livelihood. Matters related to humans’ basic interests are all things humans need. If it is not obtained, it will result in the order of life, the emergence of chaos, and the spread of damage. Dharuri affairs refer to five points, namely religion, soul, mind, lineage, and wealth.

2. Perfecting everything lived by humans is everything that makes it easier for humans and bears the damages of taklif and the burdens of life. If this matter is not obtained, it will not damage the rules of life and will not cause chaos, but only narrowness and damage will occur. The affairs internalized in this regard are completing everything that rejects pettiness, alleviating the damage of taklif and facilitating the running of muamalah activities.

3. Realizing human and community rights is to pay attention to humanity, decency and uniformity of life.

The first thing mentioned in the maqasid al-shariah classification is the basic human needs, which must be fulfilled in human life. One of them is maintaining the property. One of the efforts to maintain assets is by muamalah or carrying out economic activities. Upholding all the main pillars starting from maintaining religion, preserving the soul, maintaining the mind, and maintaining the lineage, cannot be realized without maintaining wealth. The five pillars support each other, including maintaining the property.

In carrying out economic activities based on Islamic religious guidance, which aims to provide benefit to all human beings, some principles must be fulfilled, one of which is the principle of justice. The principle of justice is intended so that all parties carrying out economic activities receive the same treatment. All economic actors must be treated well so that all economic actors can always carry out their activities without any losses and fraud. The principle of justice is realized through providing commodity information in the form of price, product quality, honest and transparent treatment of workers. Economic actors have the right to obtain this in order to realize benefits and avoid damage. The benefit is in the form of meeting the necessities of life in a good way and avoiding damage by not harming one another. Of course, this goal is in line with the main objective of Islamic law, namely maqasid al-shariah.

---

The Implementation of option right (Khiyar) in E-Commerce in Realizing Transaction Justice based on the Maqasid al-Syariah Perspective

The rise of e-commerce with various brands and forms provides many choices for electronic transaction enthusiasts to determine the place of transaction that suits their wishes. One of the e-commerce forms of great user demand today is the marketplace Shopee. The type of e-commerce marketplace Shopee is categorized as a Customer to Customer (C2C) business. Various groups can carry out buying and selling transactions, facilitate the promotion of merchandise, and even facilitate payment and financial transactions. This diversity needs to be monitored with community rules set by Shopee, which reflects the implementation of the rights that users will receive, including the right to choose in the transaction process.

The purchase procedure applied to Shopee is as follows:

a. Find the desired product by browsing the different categories and sub-categories or using the search feature.
b. Select the desired product from the search results.
c. On the product page, buyers can click the chat icon to make an offer to the seller or click “Buy Now” to place an order.
d. When clicking on the item to be selected, there is a product description and product rating.
e. If the product has variations in size, type, colour, and model that must be selected, after clicking the basket icon or “Buy Now”, an option will appear that must be selected first. Click “Add to Cart” to continue the checkout process.
f. On the next page, the user is directed to the shopping cart page. Select the product you want to buy and select the desired voucher in the “Shopee Voucher” section. If the buyer has Shopee Coins, the buyer can use them to reduce the total spend. Activate the toggle to exchange Shopee Coins, then click Checkout.
g. Make sure the return address is correct on the checkout page, then select the shipping service used.

Based on this process, it is known that there are product description features. In this feature, the seller provides information related to the products offered. A “seller chat” feature also facilitates communication between sellers and buyers. Through this communication, the users can make offers or ask further questions regarding product details. This feature facilitates the course of transactions, so the course of transactions can be carried out with khiyar rights through negotiations between the seller and the buyer.

The Shopee feature also provides a procedure for returning goods or funds. Buyers who feel that the goods received do not match the information provided, then the buyer can apply for a refund by returning the goods received. Buyers can apply for a return of goods or funds if in a situation:

1. Buyer accepts defective or damaged goods.
2. The buyer has not received the product ordered
3. There is a discrepancy in the specifications of the goods sent by the seller to the buyer.
4. If there is a personal agreement with the seller, the seller must confirm with the Shopee the agreement.
5. Materially, the goods sent by the seller to the buyer are different and do not match what is contained in the description.

6. Buyer requests must be submitted via the site.

7. The application always checks each buyer’s request on a case-by-case basis and at its sole discretion. Determines if the buyer’s request was successful.

8. If the buyer has initiated legal action against the seller, the buyer can give formal notice to the seller. The buyer can give a formal notification from the competent authority to Shopee to request that Shopee continue to hold the purchase money until an official stipulation is available.

Through these provisions, it can be seen that the buyer can apply for a refund and goods if there is a defect or damage to the goods. This is in accordance with option right (khiyar aib), namely by cancelling purchases even after the transaction has taken place.

Through the terms and rules set by the Shopee platform, namely the existence of a bargaining process through the features installed, this guarantees the parties, especially buyers, in obtaining transaction fairness. Information sufficiently received by the buyer is an effort so that the parties obtain their rights in the transaction, namely the equality of rights in obtaining benefits in the process of ongoing economic activity. The benefit is realized through the good intentions of each party in the transaction so that all parties can fulfil the wishes of all parties.

In addition to providing benefits to the parties, prospective buyers also feel safe in conducting transactions if it is proven that there is trust obtained from transaction activities in accordance with the provisions that have been regulated. All e-commerce users benefit by providing trust and transparency to ensure superior economic operation and provide broad benefits for anyone.

Conclusion

The option right is one form of consumer protection in Islam. This protection is an effort to keep the parties comfortable in every transaction and create a sense of fairness if there are parties who are harmed. In its implementation, option right does not only apply to offline or online transactions, but can be applied to e-Commerce platform transactions. Based on observations of e-commerce services, there are features that support the implementation of option right through the provisions and rules imposed on each service. This indicates a concern for all users of electronic transaction services, namely consumers and producers in determining the choice of continuing or ending the transaction. Thus, the existence of the option right means that all parties involved receive equal treatment in carrying out transactions. So that the implementation of the option right can provide benefits or benefits widely and avoid damage in the form of loss and suffering for users of the e-Commerce service.
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